The present time of globalization and the postmodern age has rendered the presumption of altered way of life as old and has perceived that character is a multi-layered and variable thought. The inescapable impact of the media, particularly the web, person to person communication and cellular telephone opened new stations to consider the streams of data and individuals to rise above outskirts bringing about more prominent trade. In this regard, the spaces they occupy are not altered and homogenous but rather heterogeneous and moldable. Therefore, people are relegated to re-build their picture and receive numerous personalities while adjusting existing ones.

Sea of Poppies (2008), the principal volume in Amitav Ghosh's proposed 'Ibis Trilogy' portrays a period in particular prior nineteenth-century pioneer history in Asia where he has outlined the individual self entanglement in the kaleidoscope spatio-fleeting reality of the general public. The characters in Ghosh's novel have traversed the Indian Ocean to a new island where they should recreate new personalities. Having a place with various strata of society, these characters defy the hard and constrictive pioneer setup and outline their own particular game-plan to cut out an exceptional personality out of the straining circumstances. Be that as it may, it is a character in flux since every one of them is ever on the go towards self arrangement and recreation.

According to Weinreich “A person’s identity is defined as the totality of one’s self-construal, in which how one construes oneself in the present expresses the continuity between how one construes oneself as one was in the past and how one construes oneself as one aspires to be in the future.” Weinreich’s definition assists in relating an individual’s past identity with future one elucidating component aspects of one’s total identity, such as one’s gender identity, social identity, ethnic identity and national identity and so on.

In the present novel each of the characters tries to interface one's past with the present, memory with yearning, old ties with new affiliations and moves to achieve their goal with a solid level of indecision. While going in the Ibis, the characters attempt to reproduce their personalities, affected by force chains of importance and the world that encompasses them and also their own emotions, convictions, recollections, or creative abilities. A man's personality is reproduced through a joined impact of names, familial ties, social class, racial connection, part picture, the creative ability, recollections, connections, natural powers, and chronicled foundation. These components follow up on consistently to shape personality of a person. The personality change of the primary characters in the novel happens on the boat Ibis. Deeti gets to be Aditi, Kalua gets to be Maddow Colver to conceal their genuine character or maybe they need to carry on with another existence with a genuine and aware personality. Mr Zachary Reid, flees from the American racial segregation. is changed into Malum Zikri, Jodu swings to be Azad Naskar, Paulette, imitating into the gumasta Baboo Nob Kissin’s niece Putleshwari or Pugly, is fleeing from an unbendingly characterized and isolated European people group in India. Raja Neel Rattan Haldar gets to be Neel and transported as a convict for the offense he has not made. Every one of these people produce another character for themselves, and the provincial setup goes about as an impetus for their changes.

In the anecdotal universe of poppies, Amitav Ghosh develops the thought of subject in representation through digressive associations with individuals, spots and circumstances. The character that gets through Ghosh's content is not a strong and stable substance as in the pioneer way. Nor is it its own birthplace. It is nearer to the liquid and changing rambling development in the post present day sense. Personality development is an unmistakable...
component in this novel however gives off an impression of being affected by the ethico-political and financial elements that continually change characters’ parts and directions to recreate new personalities in new milieu. Pioneer change intrudes on the forms of the parts accepted by the people in the social connection. A shallow perusings of the novel may give the feeling that it is an authentic novel set in the frontier time frame as it records the sensational unforeseen development and fates happening to the primary hero and her connection with a jumble of different characters with whom she moves from area to waterway and climactically go through ocean. In any case, the creation has a more profound level that Ghosh has easily gone to ocean profundities via deliberately peeling its social, monetary and political layers and at a still further level, the supernatural. The scenes which take after the principle character, Deeti stress at one level, the battle amongst free enterprise and communism; at another level, the story gives off an impression of being a conflict for the various leveled power. Deeti can likewise be seen to change herself into another character taking into consideration meta-anecdotal reflection and an acknowledgment of predeterminations as demonstrated in her choice to wed Kalua who saved her from sati. Even then she did not feel herself to be living in the same sense as before: a curious feeling of joy mixed with resignation, crept into her heart, for it was as if she really had died and been delivered betimes in rebirth, to her next life: she had shed the body of the old Deeti, with the burden of its karma; she had paid the price her stars had demanded of her, and was free now to create a new destiny as she willed, with whom she chose...

(178)

It appears that Ghosh’s way of building Deeti's character in his story is a two dimensional procedure. From one perspective, he consolidates and inventively deciphers and interlaces the literary follows from the pages of Sir Gierson's journal. Gierson notice in this verifiable record about his experience with the father of a female coolie in a town along the Ganges taking note of that the man “denied having any such relative, and most likely she had turned out badly and been repudiated by him” (Bahadur). This journal gives just a little say of this lady with a preparing number, while Ghosh endeavors to reproduce and fill the spaces left by the chronicles with his creative energy as a writer and with driving forces as an anthropologist.

Then again, during the time spent portrayal, Deeti’s character is created as a result of its inceptions and circumstances; is additionally a procedure of self-development. In addition, the two viewpoints are necessarily related as to the acknowledgment and development of character. According to Singh “Though Deeti assumes another name and caste thus erases her caste identity, she is distinctly recognizable for hereditary caste characteristics.” The meaning of her new name ‘Aditi’ suggests to a mythical Hindu goddess who releases from sin and to a person having a deep inner desire to use her abilities in leadership and to have personal independence.

The initiative characteristics that Deeti have can be related to Bass' transformational pioneer who makes noteworthy change in the life of individuals. The adherents of such a pioneer feel trust, profound respect, dedication and admiration for the pioneer who offers a rousing vision and give them a character. Towards her kindred individuals on the boat, Deeti’s behavior is average of an accommodating and dependable pioneer. Before long she comes to be known as bhaaki and for some she is a companion, defender and friend. It happens normally, as she assumes liability and represents truth and equity. Indeed, even Deeti shoulders the obligation of guarding the single ladies like Munia, Sarju and Heeru all through their excursion to Mauritius.

The focal subject that goes through the novel is personality. All through it we figure out how a man’s character can be characterized by various perspectives, including appearance, family, connections, men, mistreatment and freedom, parenthood, and age. The novel investigates the staggering impacts of imperialism on individual's lives, and how it has results on whatever is left of their lives.

Made up for lost time in the string of colonialism the general population needs to attempt to rediscover their personalities without anyone else’s input, and we see the battle they experience to accomplish this. The topic of parenthood is appeared to impact way of life as it makes ladies cherish their youngsters so firmly they will experience anything to help them. Deeti’s maternal senses are practically identical to Toni Morrison’s focal character Sethe in Beloved. Sethe’s maternal impulses lead her to execute her own particular tyke, and nearly prompt her own self annihilation. However, in opposition to Sethe, the misfortunate lady Deeti discovers wellbeing of her tyke before choosing to her self-immolation. "At the point when the vessel cruised away, with Kabutri in it, it was as though Deeti’s last association with had been separated. From that minute she knew no further wavering; with her periodic consideration, she start making arrangements for own end” (159).
Character is about developing a picture by decision, it takes after that personality is not settled; since they are allowed to alter their opinions. To select a new image and to adopt a new identity does not represent a 'fundamental me; I can have more than one identity, depending on situations.' Middleton claims, “We are inundated by a multiplicity of clamoring voices proffering alternative identities. “This inevitably results in us making different choices” (50). It is able that Paulette Lambert—a stranded French young lady conceals and flees from her advocate, Mr. Burnham who takes her into his family and after that adventures to satisfy his sexual longings. Seeking to lead another life, Paulette joins the Ibis under the appearance of a Brahmin's little girl. She reproduces her personality under the solid impact of her childhood by an Indian ayah who turns into her 'Tantima' - 'auntie mother'. She feels more at home with Indian garments, sustenance, dialect, and individuals than her genealogical European society. Ghosh builds this European lady's way of life as a two-fold productive. From one perspective, her substances, the Bengali society in which she lives, the dialect she talks and the solid impact of books identified with nature make one unit. So we discover her endeavoring from the earliest starting point of the novel to breath life into her substances as though she tunes in, "out her dad's voice. How wrong he was! How mixed up he had dependably been in his comprehension of her, making her into that which he himself wished to be, as opposed to seeing her for the common animal that she was” (137). Then again, her voracious longings, esteemed dreams, persevering objectives and solid feeling of determination lead her to make a daring voyage to cross dark waters. Also, she has an energy to sail and individuals than her genealogical European home with Indian garments, sustenance, dialect, and individuals than her genealogical European.

The predicament of Paulette comes practically to an end after a stunning unforeseen development in the story. When her dad passes on, she falls back on her own asset to get the string that has been over and again broken amongst herself and her craving. She builds up her brain adequately to satisfy her yearning however not normal for her fabulous close relative she goes for an ordinary Indian lady with ghungta as a method for camouflage.

...she had also disguised her appearance in a number of other ways: her feet were lacquered with bright vermilion alta; her hands and arms were covered with intricate, henna designs that left very little of skin visible; and under the cover of her veil, the line of her jaw was obscured by large, tasseled earrings... (359)

In any case, Paulette speaks to the ladies of today who don't trust that ladies are mediocre creatures and must stay aloof and accommodating. Rather she gives an extreme battle against the set up request and concocts new ideas of sexual orientation character. She contributes with her the customarily viewed as unfeminine qualities like boldness, autonomy, scholarly vitality, levelheadedness and desire alongside ladylike qualities. She is a self-ruling and self-deciding lady who battles to get selfhood by conquering hardships, instilling the quality to get by with nobility and dissecting her issues sanely. She declines to surrender before tensions, incultation, social molding and resultant mistreatment. Amitav Ghosh through the character of Paulette presents the photo of a greatly gallant lady who confronts the issues of her life intensely furthermore figures out how to leave them. Her mettle and certainty is clear in a discussion with Zachary whom she asks for to permit herself to join the team.

"Paulette repeated, 'that is my request to you: to be allowed to join your crew, I will be one of them: my hair will be confined, my clothing will be as theirs... I am strong... I can work...” (307)
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